
AN OUTLINE OF THE HISTORY AND PURPOSE OF DRUMS

A Brief History of Drums. 20 Feb Drumsâ€”technically known as membranophonesâ€”may be mankind's oldest
instrument, dating back to when humans first.

First rhythm machines appeared in the 60s, while electronic drum sets became a common thing already a
couple of decades later. A New Contraption But drummers wanted more. There was a backlash against
electronic drums in some quarters, and against extensive setups as well. And so the drum set evolved to
included a pair of tom-toms and also a contraption tray, holding horns, whistles and various other
noisemakers. Classical orchestras consisted of various percussion elements that are integral parts of drum sets
today, such as a drum, snare, gong, vibraphone, whip, triangle, marimba, etc. By using a proverb or honorary
title to create expanded versions of an animal, person's name or object, the corresponding single beat can be
replaced with a rhythmic and melodic motif representing the subject. Kits will usually have one or more
tom-toms of different diameters and depths, which are used to provide additional sounds. Drums are incredible
musical instruments, tools for transferring information and part of many regional and religious ceremonies,
and because of that they will always remain an important part of our history and future. You can read a
complete history of electronic drums here. They use different types and sizes of toms, snares, and cymbals,
double bass pedals, but also various kinds of other percussion. Presence of drums in orchestras continued to
evolve, until in Ludwig Company managed to introduce true revolution â€” foot pedal for beating Bass drum.
When European expeditions came into the jungles to explore the local forest, they were surprised to find that
the message of their coming and their intention was carried through the woods a step in advance of their
arrival. Drums first appeared as far back as BC. Before the modern era, the various drum-related percussion
instruments were often played by different people. You can probably guess this band The Beetles. Most
historians agree that the original purpose of these instruments was rather practical. One drummer could then
play multiple parts simultaneouslyâ€”kind of a big deal at the time. Fontana, who drummed for Elvis Presley.
The messages are normally very stereotyped and context-dependent. While some were simple utilitarian
pieces they could also be highly elaborate works of sculpture while still retaining their function. With the
steady stream of trade arriving via Genoa and Venetian ports, Europe started its centuries long recovery after
harsh Dark and Middle Ages. Exceptions include the African slit drum , also known as a log drum as it is
made from a hollowed-out tree trunk, and the Caribbean steel drum , made from a metal barrel. In these cases,
messages can be transmitted as rapid beats at the same speed as speech as the rhythm and melody both match
the equivalent spoken utterance. This is reduced by context effects and the use of stock phrases. They lack the
ability to form new combinations and expressions. In the Western musical tradition, the most usual shape is a
cylinder , although timpani , for example, use bowl -shaped shells. In the s, one of the first great drum-set
players, Gene Krupa of the Benny Goodman Orchestra, ditched the contraption kit and opted for a four-piece
kit with bass and snare drums, a small tom mounted to the bass drum, and a larger one on the floor,
complemented by a hi-hat and ride, splash and crash cymbals: the drum kit in its modern incarnation. Other
determining factors in the sound of its drum are the thickness, length and diameter of the shell. In the second
half of the 19th century, musicians and inventors finally started to combine two or more percussion
instruments. The original design, though, was a little bit different from what we are seeing today.


